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They're back

Saving Money
Learn how to make college affordable with
these tips-SEENEWS,A2

Basketball team ready to hit ground
running after media day-sEEsP0Rrs,A11
Crime

Expo promotes healthy life

POLICE NAB
MAN AS HE

LEAF

Healthy Knights takes over UCF

Deputies investigating apossible
break-in at an Oregon rock museum
~ surprised when they stumbled
upon aman concealed on the ground
by amoss-like camouflage outfit
Police identified the man,dubbed
"Moss Man"on the Internet, as 36year-<>ld Gregoryliascosof Portland, ,
and anested him im burglary and
criminal mischiefcharges.

.NICOLE STEPHENS
Contributing Writer

Many Knights were
dubbed
healthy
last
Wednesday after becoming
more informed about their
health and getting vaccinated on campus.
Several UCF departments and community
partners collaborated to
host the third annual
Healthy Knights Expo. The
National Alliance on Men-

tal Illness and the American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention were some of the
community partners that
participated.
The event took place
from 10 am to 2 p.m. at various locations on campus,
including the Health Center, the Recreation and
Wellness Center, Memory
Mall and the Student
Union.
The UCF Health Center
had a walk-in clinic open ·

for inexpensive flu vaccinations for students, faculty
and staff without having to
make an appointment.
"Over 140 people were
vaccinated in four hours,"
said Erin Kettles, UCF
Health Services marketing
director. ''That is an excellent turnout."
Cameran Tate, a junior
communications, sciences
and (jisorders major, said
PLEASE SEE

EVENT ON A4
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The third annual Healthy Knights Expo offered students the chance to leam
about vaccinations, different illnesses and how to stay healthy.
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Real Estate

' FREE HOUSE .
BUT THERE'S NO
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Acentral Pennsylvania township is
offering up ahouse to anyone
willing to haul it away. East
Manchester Township acquired the
house and the property it sits on so it
ran eventual~ expand its municipal
building. But rather than tear down .
the house, township officials are~
offering it to anyone who wants to
move it somewhere else.

Undergrad
nabs Sept.
research
award
Project grows statewide
-~ T _

m

news on

your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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SCIENCE AND
RELIGION EVENTTO
DISCUSS ASTRONOMY
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SOMEONE HACKS
INTO FLA. UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER SYSTEM

Cotton candy, mini golf
and a dunk tank - who said
community service is all
work and no play?
UCF kicked off homecoming week with its annual Service Day on Saturday.
Children from all over
Orlando flocked out to participate in a carnival put on by
29 campus organizations.
More than 300 students gathered to create fun booths and
activities for children to take
part in. Each booth reflected
this year's homecoming
theme, "Knights on the Big
Screen."
This year was the first
time that UCF has held Service Day on campus.
Colleen Mattingly, sophomore hospitality major and
homecoming philanthropy
director, hopes that the Service Day carniv.i will become
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JUNIOR ON A3

The Reaeation and Wellness Center hosted Splash Down, a fall
festival event, at the leisure pool Saturday.

,-

Splash Down.
festival brings
fall fun, live
musictoUCF

ABIGAIL DONALDSON

Authorities believe an overseas
computer hacker had access to
the personal information of
nearly 107,000 students from
the University of North Florida
in September.

Sudoku
Crossword

·---· '
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Service Day carnival kicks off
UCF's 201 Ohomecoming week

Weather
Local &State
Sports
Opinion
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Homecoming Court candidate James Jarman sits"in jail" to raise money for the Children's Mirade Network.

Florida's prison system has
received a $740,000 federal
grant to train inmates in solar
energy panel installation. The
program will include a module
for hands-on training.

Around Campus 2

Contributing Writer
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FLA. PRISONS TO
TRAIN INMATES IN
SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

INDEX

DANIELLE LORD

PLEASE SEE

Aplanetary scientist and Jesuit
brother at the Vatican Observatory,
Dr.GuyConsolmagnowill be
discussing the relationship
between science and religion at an
event hosted at the Student Union.
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A noisy room and a day full of obstacles
do little to smother the sincere personality of
September's undergraduate researcher of the
month.
Dominique Gelin, a junior political science and sociology double major with a double minor in women's and African-American
studies, won undergraduate researcher for
the month of September based on her studies on Orlando's Third Wave of Feminism.
Winning Undergraduate Researcher of
the Month only makes Gelin more excited to
continue conducting research and to continue doing the best she can with her education.
"I was pumped [to win researcher of the
month]," Gelin said. "It's really funny to think
about, because I know people are constantly
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an annual event.
"I was trying to think of
something cool that students
would want to come out to
early in the morning," Mattingly said. "I think it would
be good to have a UCF tradition that is both beneficial
and fun."
This year, homecoming
has partnered with KnightThon, UCF's largest studentrun philanthropy, to raise
money for the Children's Miracle Network.
Children's Miracle Network is a non-profit organization that raises funds for more
than 170 children's hospitals
worldwide. Started in 1983,
Children's Miracle Network
has raised more than $3.4 billion to date.
Knight-Thon
sponsors
Arnold Palmer Hospital and
Winnie Palmer H o ~ the

DANIELLE LORD
Contributing Writer

Pumpkins, apples, bands and businesses.
This fall students can expect festivities of
The 2010 Homecoming Service Day
featured different events at each booth.

Orlando aff"tliates of Children's Miracle Network.
'Three families from Children's Miracle Network were
invited out to the carnival,
including Norma Lugo and
her 3-year-old son, J.P.
J.P. suffers from a rare
genetic disease called Potocki-Lupski syndron;ie, which is
a duplication of a chromoPlEAsE SEE

BOOTHS ON A\,

all shapes, sizes and themes created to suit
their interests and ensure they are getting the
most out of their college experience.
The Recreation and Wellness Center is
among many of the organizations on campus
hosting an event this fall specifically fashioned for students to provide entertainment
and allow them full use of the facilities available to them at UCF.
The RWC hosted a "Splash Down" on
Wednesday from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. for students,
marking their second event this semester.
Their first was Sept. 15.
Attending students received free T-shirts
and participated in contests and games all

~- ... A2
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News and notices for
the UCF community

LEEANN ROBERTS

Astronomy discussion to be
headed by Vatican scientist
Hosted by the College
, of Sciences, the discussion
will focus on the science
and religion relationship
as well as the role it plays
in the Vatican's astronomical ventures.
Guy Consolmagno will
also explain the Vatican's
, recent ventures into
1
astronomy, one of which is
the Vatican Advanced
Technology Telescope in
Arizona. Consolmagno is
also the curator of the Vatican meteorite collectioIL
The event will be hosted in the student union's
Pegasus Ballroom on
Monday from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m.

Movie Knight hosting movie
event at Arena
This year's Movie
Knight will be presenting
Get Him to the Greek in
front of the UCF Arena as
: part of traditional homer coming events.
:t '
Movie Knight will
1 begin at 8 p.m. Monday.
:
All students are well come to attend.
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Keep local with headlines

you may have missed
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' Solar program to help
" inmates find jobs after release
TALLAHASSEE
· ~ Department of Correc: tions officials said Friday
that the training program
~ will be established at Sago
Palm Work Camp in Palm
Tr-·Beach County.
,.,. The camp is one of
three
that
provides
· inmates, who have three
years or less remaining on
their sentences, with education, training and treatm ent to better prepare
them for finding jobs
when they are released.

UNF computer intruder used
' Social Security numbers
The University of
North Florida announcecY
Friday that the intruder
gained access Sept. 24,:,29
to a server wit h -r Sociat
Security numbers, names and dates of birth. The ·
breach was discovered
during a routine check of
the server. Financial and
academic records were
not compromised
The school and FBI are
investigating, ibut authori-_
ties declined to provide
details about the case.
- ASSOCIATEDPRESS

LET US KNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about
1
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an arti' cle that will be published
' this fall
If you feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail us at
: News.CFF@gmail.com.

Contributing Writer

Students and professors offer some tips to stay thrifty during your time at UCF.
Here are 10 ways that you can save money as college a student.
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USE UCF'S TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
.
Having a car can make the college experience easier. However, the
combined expense of maintenance, gas and insurance_can be
detrimental to the average student's wallet. For that reason, UCF
provides a bus transportation system for students.
Through this system, residents of some local student communities
can ride free of charge to and from the main campus. UCF also offers
an alternative form of transportation called the Zimride Rideshare
Community. Zimride is a private rnmmunrty that offers carpooling
services to students that need a ride by splitting the cost of gas.
Membership is free to all students with a valid UCF e-mail.
ORGANIZE AND MANAGE YOUR MONEY
Credit cards often tempt students to spend money thatthey do not
have. To prevent getting overdrawn at the bank or charging more
than your credit limit, keep a record of your purchases by saving
receipts. Good records will help students to detect and understand
their spending patterns.
"For those students that are more financially disciplined, it's
better to use credit instead of debit;' finance professor Stanley
Smith said. "Mainly because the rewards are better on
credit than debit card.
Just make sure that you can pay the bill off
every month. Because unpaid credit card
bills can cause serious financial issues
such as bankruptcy and a lowered credit
score that can take years to recover:'
Give yourself an allowance and budget
the money that you do have. At the
beginning of the month, estimate the
amount of money received and decide
where it needs to go. If there is money
left over, store it in a savings account at a
local bank for emergency.

Orlando offers many forms of entertainment activities that are free of
charge. These activities include: UCF movie nights on the lawn, UCF
Late Knights, on-campus athletic games, Lake Eola Park, Cornell Fine
Arts Museum, Disney Boardwalk and more. Student discounts are
alsp available for other forms of entertainment
The UCF box office, located in the Student Union provides student
discounts on local attraction tickets and even discounts on movie
tickets and LYNX passes.
Senior computer engineering and business administration major
Jeremy Birdon said sometimes students need a respite from school
work.
"Studying can be stressful. And for me, having fun quickly became
a way of escape;' he said. "I was going out to the movies with friends,
eating out at restaurants and riding roller coasters at theme parks.
After a while, the money starting adding up, and Iwas forced to cut
back on spending. It wasn't long before Ifound out that you can have
fun for free. So Istarted going to UCF football games, the beach and
other campus events.This saved me money and increased
social networking opportunities:'

GROCERY SHOP WITH COUPONS
Food plays a major role in the lives of
college students. That's why it's
important to eat healthy at a
reasonable price. This is made
possible by not shopping for food
hungry. Eat before you shop so you
won't spend more money on food
that you think you need. Clip
coupons to save money at the
register. Remember that those cents
saved on coupons can add up. If you don't have time to
cook, save money on fast food restaurants by using the
coupon books that UCF puts in student's on and off
campus housing mailboxes.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FREE MONEY
Unlike loans, scholarships and some other forms
of financial aid provides eligible students free money for
college that doesn't have to be paid back. Some ofthose
scholarships include: academic scholarships, need-based
scholarships, athletic scholarships, federal and state government
aid and student profile-based aid. Sadly, not
many students are aware ofthese
scholarships, resulting in thousands of
dollars wasted each year. Make sure to
get your FAFSA paperwork done early
in order to reduce the delay offinancial
aid disbursement. Visit the tJCF
Financial Aid website for more details on
available loans and scholarships.
RENT TEXTBOOKS.
Textbooks can be very expensive for coll'ege
students. So rather than using your last dollar trying to buy
textbooks for school, rent or buy used books instead. Books that
are rented can come out to nearly half ~he cost of buying the book.
The UCF campus bookstore as well as other off campus bookstores
supplies a limitedamount of rent/used books. Be sure to check
on line sources as well. Sites like Amazon.com often sell the cheapest
books. ISBN.nu allows college students to compare textbook prices
from other online bookstores at home.
SHOP SMART
When it comes down to shopping, only buy what you need. For
everything else that you want, research first. You will find that
shopping on line can add to your savings. Many online retailers sell
items at a reduced rate with waived/discounted shipping and
handling fees. Avoid paying full price for things by buying winter
outfits in spring and summer clothes in fall. If your budget is tight, try
shopping at thrift shops, department warehouses, garage sales and
online auctions.
These options are loaded with great clothing finds at great prices.
The next time you visit the doctor for an illness, buy foods or shop for
hygiene products, askfor the generic brand. You will be surprised to
find the generic brand more affordable, but just as effective as the
original brand.
HAVE FUN FOR LESS
Entertainment is more than expensive dinners and theme parks.
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LIVE OFF CAMPUS
On-campus housing is not cheap. If
yourexpensescannotcoverdorm
rates, live off campus. Saving on
housing can open up other areas
where your hard-earned
money could be spent.
"Living in UCF off-campus
affiliated housing saved me ·
tons of money;' said junior
communication sciences and
disorders major Vianca Santana.
"I literally can't believe that Ipay
less thall 500 dollars a month for
rent. Before, Iused to pay almost 700
_dollars a month living at UCF on-campus
apartments. Now Ihave the extra money that I
need to use towards grocery and gas:'
MAKE AFEW BUCKS
Having ajob is always a solution to money troubles.
UCF provides work-study programs for students. The jobs
are convenient and flexible to student schedules.
Positions are always available each year, but they may fill up quickly.
Other ways to make a quick buck include: donating blood plasma,
volunteering for medical studies, working as a temp for an agency or
interning for an organization.

DO IT YOURSELF
You have to get your car washed, you love drinking Starbucks coffee
and you pamper yourself weekly with expensive haircuts and/or
manicured nails. Have you everthought about doing it yourself?
Getting your car washed and detailed can cost up to $40. Much of
what you pay for can be done free if you just buy the cleaning
products and do it yourself.
Many college students enjoy the taste of Starbucks coffee on
campus, but having a habit of buying a $5 venti caramel m~cchiato
with espressoshots can leave you penniless. Save hundreds of dollars
each year by buying your own coffee at a local store and brewing it at
home in the mornings. Take a break from getting your hair and nails
professionally done. Instead, learn how to sacrifice and do your own
hair and nails.The moneythat you save can go toward paying your
loans backonce you graduate from college.
1
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New Mexico poet, musician performs at UCF
SALO STEINVORTZ
Contributing Writer

"It feels good to be here
at UCF," were the first
words from acclaimed
Native American poet and
musician Joy Harjo to an
enthusiastic
audience
composed of all ages
Thursday in Room 121 of
Classroom 1.
Harjo traveled from
New Mexico to perform
songs off her new CD and
talk about her latest book,
A Girl Becoming, demonstrating her ability to
become a gem in both the
literary and musical
worlds.
Harjo began the event
with a flute song that
immediately silenced the
crowd
and
quickly
grabbed the attention of
the audience. Her voice
and music were the only
sounds heard throughout
the hour-and-a-half presentation that concluded
with a book signing for her
fans around 10 p.m.
"The Cypress Dome
decided to bring Joy to
UCF because o(her capac-

ities to teach and inspire
students,'' student event
organizer and senior English major Jaroslav Kalfar
said. "The audience is
completely different. We
have people from all
majors and ages. That's
what we wanted."
Harjo brought more
than her words with her.
She brought musical
instruments, including a
saxophone, which she is
most famous for, and a
flute, along with a recital
book ofher poetry that she
paraphrased while staring
at the crowd
"I knew she was going
to recite her poetry and
maybe play an instrument,
but I had no clue she
would be singing too," Kalfar said.
Besides pursuing a
career ·as musician and
writer, Harjo was also an
associate professor at the
University of Arizona and
University of New Mexico, where she taught UCF
assistant professor Darlin'
Neal when she was in
graduate school
"Joy has been a won-

I

Junior excited
to start again,
FROM

Al

doing research, and I
just think - I know there are so many com.
puter ' science
ma1ors
and engineering majors,
and I've got to say it's
kind of nice to have the
College of Arts and
Humanities research
project win something."
What began as an
activism project for
Gelin soon took a life of
its own and grew into
what is now known as
her research project.
Gelin found inspiration in the form of a textbook she began reading
in her Feminist Theories
class.
"I was in Dr. [Jennifer] Vest's feminist
theories class, and for all
her classes, she requires
this activism project,''
Gelin said. "I tried to do
an activism_project on
my own based on a book
she gave us and it is a
really great text.
"It is basically a compilation of essays from
women across the country and across different
walks of life. It talks
about any issue you
could possibly think of
and how it affects
women. My activism
project was pretty much
the same thing, but here
atUCF."
Gelin never imagined
what she thought of as a
school assignment could
tum into a research
project.
However, Maria Santana, director of the
Women's Studies Program, associate professor of visual arts and
design, and research

.

chair of the Gender
Issues Division saw
great potential in Gelin
as a researcher and a
leader.
"I believe a good
researcher shows great
commitment and knowl.edge in what they're
doing and researching,
which is exactly what I
saw in Dominique," Santana said. "I saw her
work as fresh and original, and I saw it motivated a large amount of
other students, which
really takes a lot. I'm
really very excited for
Dominique and her
future research, and I
believe who you are
matters .more when it
comes to accomplishing
something like this
rather than how old you
are."
Gelin is hoping to
continue her research
similar to what she's
done here at UCF, but on
a broader scale.
In the spring, Gelin
will be working with
campuses across Florida
to compile essays from
students on similar top-.
ics.
"We're trying it again
in the spring, and the
forum that I'm trying it in ·
will be a little different,
so what I'm going to try
to do is get essays from
USF, UF, University of
Tampa and all these
other schools across the
state with the same idea,''
Gelin said. "However,
this time because there
will be so many students
submitting essays, hopefully it will cover a
broader range of subjects
that may have not turned
up this last time."

derful teacher I've had,"
Neal ·said in her opening
statements when she
introduced the poet. "She
completely changed my
life!'
Several students from
the audience had already
been familiar with the
works of Harjo because
they had studied her poetry and fiction in courses
offered at UCF.
However, that didn't
stop some students, like
UCF graduate student
Amanda Lager, who had
seen her previously at a
book festival in South Carolina
"You can always learn
something when you hear
her talk, even professors
recommend seeing her,''
Lager said. "I've seen a lot
of familiar faces from students in my other classes,
so I think they're here for
her too."
Aside from always
learning from her, Lager
loves the way her performances are put together.
"The combination of
voice with emotion and
sound blended so natural
and pleasing," Lager said.
"She plays the saxophone
enthusiastically
while
reciting one of her poems.
There's another beautiful
sound to every note she
plays and her energy can
be heard all around the
room."
Harjo's
popularity
among college students is
one of the reasons she has
won several prestigious
awards for her seven
books.
She has released four
award-winning CDs and
won a Native American
Music Award for best
female artist of the year in
2009
with
Winding
Through The Milky Way.
The audience applauded time after time a new
song or a recital was over.
Her captivating presentation, besides lulling the
crowd with music and

CHELSEA ST.JOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Native American poet and musician Joy Harjo came to UCF to perfonn songs off of her new CD and talk about her latest.book
at an event put on by the Cypress Dome, the literary magazine at UCF.
.
.

poetry, also provided students with tips on how to
become better creative
writers and perhaps one
day, like Harjo, _become
professional ~usicians,
writers or poets.
During· the event, she
was going to recite one
poem she had never pre-

UCF TEST PREP

impact on humans. The
lessons were quickly
thanked by the students
who approached her for a
book signing.
At the end, a student
asked her, ''What's the best
advice you can give us?''
Her response: "Just listen."

UCFRegiona!Campuses

,·

SAT

GRE

GMAT

LSAT

MCAT

FTCE '

Expert. Local. Affordable.
407.882.TEST
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sented to a crowd, so she
took a pencil out and
began revising .it as she
read out loud.
Most of her topics
include her childhood
experiences as a Muscogee and their old tradition
of dance and oral story to
teach about nature and its

www.testprep.ucf.edu

•
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Event includes alcohol education, flu shots
Al

As part of the diabetes
screening, a few University
she makes sure to get the of Florida faculty members
vaccine every year because were able to come down
she wants to ensure her and test blood glucose
health is taken care 0£ Tate through finger pricks in
said she has gotten the vac- front of the Student Union,
cination on campus the last Chmelir said
couple of years.
Qµestionnaires were
Another event was held passed out to students who
in the Recreation and Well- could turn them in at any of
ness Center. There was a the tables to be entered into
cooking class to teach stu- a rafile. Kettles said this,
dents how to eat healthy and the fact that there was a
and prepare their own lot offoot traffic, is how the
cheap meals.
tables passed out their
Teresa Chmelir, associ- information.
ate director ofprevention at
UCF Police were at
the Counseling Center and Memory Mall hosting a
the person in charge of drunk driving simulation
coordinating the expo, said Wednesday as well. Stu"the cooking demonstra- dents could drive a cart
tions were designed to around a course set up on
show students how to be the fields to see what it
savvy and nutritional on a would be like if they were
limited income budget"
to drive drunk.
There were also tables
Kettles said the expo is
in front of the Student trying to promote a holistic
Union that handed out awareness, meaning UCF
information on all aspects wants students to take all of
ofstaying healthy, including their surroundings into
HPV information, mental account.
health awareness, suicide
''We want to make sure
prevention, biofeedback for students stay healthy," she
stress reduction and dia- said, "physically, mentally
betes screening.
and socially."
FROM

Nearly 2 million deaths from preventable risks
A stu~ pubfished earlier this year said 2,448,017 U.S. residents died in2005. It found that an estimated 1,977,000(or81%Jotlhosedealhs
were due to one of 12 preventable health risks (aR figures are rounded to the nearest thousand}.

Tobacco smoking

High blood ..essure

Higlalllaodglacase

Deaths

Deaths

Dealhs
190,000
Men
102,000
Women
89,000
• Risks include IHO, stroke, kidney
failure and colon, breast and pancr&alic cancer

467,000
248,000

Men

• Risks include ischemic heart disease
(IHD), stroke, diabetes and cancer of the
lung, esophagus, mouth and pharynx,

stomach, liver, pancreas, cervix, bladder,

395,000
Men
164,000
Women
231,000
• Risks include IHD, stroke,
hypertensive disease,
kidney failure and other
cardiovascular diseases

kidney and urinary system

PltJsit:al iwtilftt

30-45

30-45 years old

9,000 deaths ...................................

46-69
182,000 ......................

4,000 .................................

46-69

75,000 ...........................
70+

70+
276,000

316,000 ---·

191,000
88,000
103,000
• Risks iJ1cltJde IHD, isdlerac
stroke, breast and colon cancec,
and diabetes
Deaths
Men
Women

....

30-45
4,000-----

59,000 - - - 'l'Ot-

127,000- -

30-45
4,000- - - 46-69

53,000 - - 70+

134,000- -

Obesily, ldgla . .
Deaths
Men

Women

3IM5
9,000 - - - -

216,000
114,000
102,000

46-419
89,000 · - - ·

• Risks include IHO,
ischemic stroke,
hyper1ensi.ve disease,
diabetes and cancera
of the uterus, colon,
ki<tley, breast
{postmenopausal) and

70+

119,0CJO ·..-·

gallbladder

The bar height represents the
estimated number- of preventable
deaths caused bf a specific tieallh
risk; this example represerrls 190,000
deaths, the estimated number
of deaths due to high blood glucose

Low dialarJ Oalep-3

Alcolloluse
low dietary polJ·
unsaturated fatty acids
Deaths
Men
Women

15,000
9,000
6,000

• Risks inciude IHD, stroke·

30-45
1,000---46-69

6,000 ----·
70+
8 ,000 ··--·

low intake of fruits
and vegetables
Deaths
Men
Women

58,000
33,000
24,000

• Risks include IHD,
ischemic stroke and
cancers of the colon,
stomach, lung, esophagus,
mouth and pharynx

30-45

2,000 ..........

Deaths
64,000
Men
45,000
Women
20,000
• Risks include IHD,
ischemic stroke,
hypertensive disease,

diabetes, f,ver cirrhosis
and cancers of the rlWI',
mouth, larynx, breast,
esophagus and colon

High dietary
trans-fatty acids

46-69
25,ooo ..........

Deaths
Men

70+
31,000 ...........

• Risks include IHD

82,000

46,000

~29:
12,000 ·· ..·

30-45:
15,000 --···
46-69:
22,000 ------·
70+:
15,000 ......... ·

30-45

4,000 ................

46-69

34,000 ___ .......:...
70+
44,()()() ..................

• "The Prewntable Causes of Death in the United Stales; Comparative Risk Asses8mont o! DielarY, Lileslyte, and
~~~~r.i~· GoodarzOanael, Eric L Oolg. D a r i u s h -, BenTaytor, .-.gen Relv!i. ~ J . L .

NOTE: Eotlmated nlST)ber of l)IS'l8rltable that occurrecl in 2005 to U.S. citizens_
Male and female deaths may not add up to total deaths due to rounding

CHELSEA ST.JOHN/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

The Recreation and Wellness Center also offered cooking dasses for college
students to teach them how to p~are cheap and healthy meals.

Source: U.S. Pulik> Ubr;uy ol Science Medicine
Graphic: D8ll\d I ~ , Chieago TriluM>

fatty acltls (sealaad)

30-45

Deaths

46-69

Mell
Women

84,000
45,000
39,000

• Risks include
IHO, stroke

3,000 -·

30,000 -

io.

so.ooo ...-

Higll dielary salt
Deaths
102,000
Men
49,000
Women
54,000
• Risks il1dude IHO,
stroke, hypertensille
disease, stomach cancer
and kidney failure

.•

UJL cbok Slelol

Deaths ,
Men

3IM5
3,.000 -··-·

4&.fl9

30,000 69,000 - -

3IM5
5,000 - - -

113,000
60,000
Women
53,000
• Risks include IHD.
ischemic stroke and Olher

46-69
45,000 · - - - ·
7o.

canioltasculardiseases

62.000 - - -
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Palin tells supporters 'soon we'll.all be dancing' ·
AMYTAXIN
Associated Press

ANAHEIM, Calif.
Former Alaska Gov. Sarah
P,alin on Saturday urged a
roaring crowd of Republicans to exhaust themselves
over the next two weeks to
talce back California and
the country for the "little
guy."
Tiie former vice presidential
candidate
addressed more than 2,000
supporters at a Republican
National Committee rally
in Orange County, a conservative stronghold in a
state where Republicans
hope to malce gains this
year.·
"The momentum is
with us but now is not the
time to let up, now is not
the time to celebrate - not
quite yet,': Palin told a
crowd wearing T-shirts
reading "Proud Conserva-

The state's two most
tive' and buttons reading
prominent
Republican
"Is it 2012 yet?"
"We can't be -thinking candidate.s tl,lis year that it's over yet and we've gubernatorial hopeful Meg
got it in the bag. As Yogi Whitman and Senate canwould've said, 'It ain't over didate Carly Fiorina - ,
till• it's over,"' she said, were absent from the rally,
referring to New York Yan- citing scheduling conflicts.
At a campaign stop in
kees great Yogi Berra
"Soon we'll all be danc- Chico, Whitman said she
appreciated Palin's suping," Palin added.
The event was the cul- port, without embracing
mination of a three-day Palin's views.
''I want everyone on my
promotional and political
swing for Palin through side," including Republi· California :..... a state wb,ere cans, Democrats and· independents, Whitman said
she gets mixed teviews.
Palin isn't the only big
A Field Poll released
last week found that 58 name politician to visit
percent of the state's regis- California in the run-up to
tered voters hold a nega- the election. Fo~er Presi. tive view of Palin, although dent Bill Clinton spoke at
she remains quite popular rallies for gubernatorial.
among Republicans... In candidate Jerry Brown.and,
addition, two-thirds of Democratic · U.S. Rep.
independent voters would Loretta Sanchez on Friday
be le$S inclined to support · and will campaign in San
a candidate endorsed , by Jose and Napa Sunday.
President
Barack
her.

Obama will visit Los Angeles next week to support
Brown and Sen. Barbara
Boxer.
Invoking former President Ronaid Reagan. Palin
told the roaring crowd she
. wanted a return to princij>les he espoused: "lower
taxes, smaller, smarter government, less overreach
and intrusfon, , strong,
national
unapologetic
defense."
Reagan, she said to a
thunderous applause in a
JAE C. HONG / ASSOCIATED PRESS
Marriott hotel ballroom in
Anaheim, understood the Fonner Alaska Gov, Sarah Palin speaks during arally in Anaheim,Calif., on Satu"!iaYlittle guy.
Palin railed against the . cans and that the party was ·Sanchez for her seat· in
, federal stimulus package working closely with those Orange County.
Wearing a red GOP
and tore into the recent affiliated, with tea party
health care reform law, groups that are furious at baseball cap, 76-year old " .
Erwin Vysma said he was .,
which she said amounted the government. ·
to ·a talceover of private
"There is,· no struggle, thrilled Palin had helped
industry.
·
· rift; fight between .t hose the party swerve conservaAll reasons' she urged who claim the.banner of tive after Republicans let
Republicans to put in 20- the tea party and those . spencling spiral out of conhour days to help turn out who are in th!! Republican · trol under Bush.
. "She's doing a whale of
the yote over the next two Party. We work together,"
a job," Vysma said. "She
weeks.
' Steele said
. Republican National
Steele urged the ctowd fired up the base and hopeCommittee
Chairman to help out Republican fully we'll all come out votMichael Steele said Cali- . state Assemblyman Van ing 100 percent, the Repubfornia was no longer just a Trah, who attended the licans, because God knows
donor state for Republi- . event and is challengin~ we need it."
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Members of Alpha Epsilon Phi and Phi Delta Theta pose under their tent, which·hosted a cupcake ,designing table.

I

Booths raise money
There were two win- on the executive board for
ning organizations.· chi the second year in a row.
some and causes a delay Omega, Zeta Beta Tau
She was excited when ··
in JB~t.~r and verbal skills. and Kapp~ . §jgma's ·tbc;_ ~QmecQ~.comAcrofflffig to Baylor Col- Aladdin-themed · oooi:h mittee expressed·interest
lege of Medicine, fewer consisting of a dunk tank, in partnering with her
than 50 cases of Potocki- cotton candy and a face organization.
Lapski · syndrome have painting station tied with
"They approached me,
been documented -in Alpha Delta ·P i and Delta and I had been trying to
medical literature. Upsilon's "Knight at the get to thetn; it was a mutuFor a. year and a h~f, Library''-themed stat.i on al thing," . Vicari said, ·
no one could tell theLugo that offered children the "They asked to have Chilfamily what was wrong chance to play the popu- dren's Miracle Network
withJ.P.
lar video ~ame Rock as their philanthre>py and
It was when Lugo was Band.
we were more than happy
- partnered with Children's ·
Each winning organi- to be a part; ofit, and we're
Miracle Network through zation earned 450 points really .e xcited because
Early Steps, a program for its overall score in the there are going to be
that offers information' competition to talce home· Penny Wars and all these
and setvices to families of the 2010 Homecoming events
benefitting
infants and toddlers with Spirit Cup.
Knight-Thon." .
developmental delays,
Last year Knight-Thon
Another new addition
that she finally received was the Knight-Thon raised $65,000 for Chilanswers concerning 'J.P.'s "cage." 'Students could be dren's Miracle Network
condition.
imprisoned in a makeshift and hopes to raise
"Children's Miracle jail in the middle of Mem- $80,000 from this year's
Network is like our ~ec- ory Mall for a donation events and their annual ·
. ond home," Lugo · said. starting at $1. Prisoners 15-hoq_r dance competi'~ytime that they ask us could only buy their way tion on Feb. 26.
to come out and share out by doubling the initial ·· .The combination of
J.P/s story, .we will. We donation.
the organizations' booths
want
people · going
"Dad? I'm in jail and I and the !(night-Thon· jaiJ_
through the same thing to need you to bail me out." raised $408.02. The
know that they're not
Christina Vicari, the moriey will ,go . toward
alone."
student
director
of Knight-Thon's total goal
The three children Knight-Thon. h11d to call for the year.
from Children's Miracle home to receive the $20
"The kids have had so
Network served as the required to get her out of much fuA today," said ·
event's official judges and the cage.
Lugo, watching J.P. play
were each presented with ·
Vicari, a senior g~neral · with a balloon sword
10 tickets to give to their business major, has been from the Phi Sigma Pi
favorite booths at the car- . volunteering for Knight- booth. "This has really
·
nival
Thon for five years and is been amazing."
FROM
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Obama urges Dems not to get discouraged
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JULIE PACE
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Associated Press

BOSTON - With the congressional
elections ·fast
approaching, President Barac,k
Obama acknowledged Saturday
that the hope_ and energy he
stirred during his presidential
campaign may have faded in the
face of the sputtering economy.
"We're doing the grinding,
sometimes frustrating work of
actually delivering change. I
know it can be discouraging,"
Obama told a crowd bfl0,000 at. ·
an energetic rally at B.o ston's
Hynes Convention Center.
Obama came to Boston to
campaign fqr his friend and
political ally, Massachusetts
Gov. Deval Patrick, who is
struggling t-0 overcome the antiincumbent mood that has swept
across the country during this
election season. Obama said
Patrick's opponent is banking
on the same strategy as national
Republicans.
.
"They figured they could
ride people's anger and frustration all the way to the ballot
box," said Obama, dressed more
casually for the weekend rally,
in a sport coat but no tie.
With just c,ver two weeks
. until election day, Obama has
been . campaigning coast to
coast, raising money for candidates and looking to energize
dispirited Dem,ocratic voters.
While the White House says it ,
still believes Democrats will
retain control of the House and
Senate, the slow pace of the eco- ·
.
•
J. SCOTT APPLEWHITE / ASSOCIATEDPRESS
nom.ic recovery leaves the polit- President Barack Obama greets families in Newton, Mass., outside Boston, following a fu~draiser and a rally for Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick, who is seeking a second term on Saturday.
ical climate perilous for the
president's party.
· .which he says are mov,ing the
Although Massachusetts is . thy Cahill, whose candidacy "take a look at what the Repub.R ecent polls suggest Repub- country forward, and those of among the nation's most liberal threatens to split the anti- lican leadership has to say about
. AIDS funding."
licans may w:ell retake the · the GOP, who he says want to stat.e s, the last four governors Patrick vote.
Obama called on Democrats
Obama's remarks were interHouse and make major gains in J:"eturn to the policies of the past. before Patrick w~re Republi· "The worst thing we could cans. Massachusetts voters have rupted twice by protesters to show up on eiection "day.
the· Senate..
- "I need all of you to be clear,"
"There is no doubt that this · do is go back to a, philosophy opted for GOP governors as a demanding more funding for
is a difficult election. That's that nearly destroyed Olµ° econ- · hedge against perceived excess- HIV/AIDS, Supporters in the he told the crowd, ~·over the
because we've been through an omy," Obama said.
. es by the Democratic-run state crowd tried to drown out the next two w~eks this election is a
incredibly ·difficult time as a
protesters by chanting, "Yes W~ choice and the stakes could not
. Obama and Patrick share Legislature.
'
nation," Obama told the crowd ·Chicago roots and a Harvard
A poll from Suffolk Universi- Can," Obama's slogan during be higher."
of m,ostly Democrats. . .
pedigree. Republicans have ty and "WHDH~TV shows the 2008 presidential campaign.
Ob~a also spoke at -a
As he · has throughout this sought to use Patrick's close Patrick with a 7-point lead over
Obama responded directly to fundraiser near Boston Saturcampaign season, Obama . relationship with the president Republican challenger Charles the protesters, saying his day that raised $900,000 for the
sought to frame the election as a as a wedge issue in the guberna- Baker. Patrickis also being chal- administration. had increased Democratic Senatorial Camlenged by independent Timo.: AIDS funding and told them to, paign Committee.
cholce between his po~icies, torial race.
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Walk-Ins
Welcome!

,.

No appointment is necessary. There is no need
for health insurance and the assessment is
absolutely free.
207 West Gore St., Suite 200
(near Orlando Regional Medical Center - Lucerne)
Downtown Orland·o.
407-425-5100
Dr. Harpe·, ~ Dr. Molpus

.
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RWC hopes toboostleisure pool popularity
FROM

Al

while enjoying the nice
weather and the leisure
pool
To coincide with the
fall festival theme, activities included juggling
and pumpkin carving,
and costume and dessert
tasting contests were
held.
Live student bands
Call Me Crazy and Soul
• Birds performed to set
' the.mood, and local businesses were invited to
market their products
right on campus.
,
"The Splash Down is
really an attempt to make
the students want to
come to the pool m.or~.
because we have a really
beautiful facility ~d n,ow
we're opening up 'a,new
lap -l:'o.olil said sophomore·lifeguard Samantha
Tanker~ley. "'This facility
(leistire'p,ooDtteally kind
of shifted to more of an .
exercise slash· leisure
pool while the lap pool
... was being dexiiolished
. and · rebuilt, but now '
we're strictly open for
.
play." .
Stu<;ients also enjoyed
t~ng their chances at
fish pong to win their
very own gold fish, as
well- as trying new
cttisines from places ~e
Millie's Jamaican Cafe ·
~d Jeremiah's Italiap Ice..
Students were found
sunning by the pool and
enjoying the crisp cool
water and, overall; enjoying the leisure pool.
(the
Splash
"It's
Down) a lot of fun," senior history major Kelley
Duda said; "I really like
that everything is free,
and I think they should
continue doing events
like these. Like maybe Live bands perfonned and students lounged arou~d in the Recreation and Wellness Ceriter's lei;ure pool du.ring.its Splash Down event.
once a month?"
·. The . goal for. the using it more now that leisure pool] because it is
,. Splash Down was to I've been here and seen · a beautiful facility, and
show students the facili- it, especially if they .h old . we ldve working here
ties available and per·- more events like.these.''. ' and we try to make it as
suade them to come out
The RWC plans to fun as possible," said
to the pool more.
. have more events like the Tankersley, who has also
"I think the Splash Splash Down throughout been guarding at UCF for
· Down was a great way to the year.
two years. 'We just hope
get studerits·our here and
There are two more this will bring more peo.use it more,''~said senior ~ planned in th~ spring on pJe to the p<!>Qland 'make
and radio and television March 16 and April 13.
it, into .a big 'thing and
maj0r )enny Phang. "I
"We want UCF stu- ~ybe even .a tradition if '·
know I'll definitely be dents to use us more [the we can."
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Aj. Rompza,,the Knights'leader on the court, was excited to get back to work and get in tune with his new
,, teammates before the season.

~ew coach,_players ready to start seas~n

HOOP FACTS

CARSON INGLE
Staff Writer

At basketball media day
on Thursday, redshirt sen. ior Taylor Young jumped in
to take his team pictures
· much like the rest of his
teammates.
Marcus Jordan quickly ·
caught sighf of it and began
to kid how the Young
appeared to be posing fqr
his high school pictures.
. Later on, when Marcus
joined his brother Jeff in
front of the cameras, it was
AJ. Rompza's time to·get in
on the joking. .,
While he wondered out
loud how long it was going
to take for the brothers to
finish with their extended
photo session, a key ele-:ment that could determine
the success of this season
. became apparent.
That almost tangible

characteristic,
that
throughout the day an<;I in
the weeks, and months this
new cast of teammates has
gotten to bond, is togetherness.
The infe.c tious nature of
friendship that can be felt
when in the presence of the
17' Knights on the roster is
hard to overlook.
Th,e way this group had
bonded malces Rompza
more focused on team
goals over individual goals
than ever before.
"Right now I am not
really worried about my
individual
success,"
Rompza said. "My main
goal right now is winning.
Like I said to the team,
when you win, everybody
gets it. All 17 guys that we
have, they all want to win,,.·

and I think that's huge for
us.'; ·.
·
·
With a new coach and
seven new players, it's
unusual to see the type of
team, cohesion they have ·
this early on. One factor
that has)ed to the .unity is
the prior relationships· several in the group have.
Newcomers Josh Crittle,
Jeff Jordan and Dwight
Mccombs join Rompza and
Marcus Jordan as Chicagoarea natives who grew up
competing with and against
each other on' the vari01,1s
amateur basketball circuits.
Another element Jhat
has led. to these players
becoming a group has been
how quickly they have ,
picked up head.coach.Donnie Jones' system.
Jones has been pleased

INSIDEGAME
The Knights added 7-footer Tom
Herzog from Michigan State and
JUCO player Dwight McCombs,who
chose UCF over Arizona State.The
duo will look to help UCF have an
inside presence that it lacked last

STATE DOMINATION
With a Dec.1 showdown with the
Florida Gators in the Amway Center
looming, UCF also faces in-state foes
Stetson and the University of Miami.
These games will prove of where UCF
ranks in thestate ofAorida hoops.

season.

,

,

.

how much of his up-tempo
attack has been implement- ·
ed already.
"Well, I think the .chemistry has been good," he .
said. "It went from teambuilding stuff we have done '
through conditioning and
running. I think those guys
have really bought in to
what we are trying to do.'!
· Most of the players
anticipation is at an all-time
high to s.ee how the team

will take their off-the-court
bonding and place it on tlie
court in a new scheme.
Marcus Jordan said the
process of learning Jones'
system is exciting, and
Rompza feels everyone set- ·
tling in.
"I think everyone is
starting to 'feel really comfortable with what they are
doing and how they are
PLEASESEE

DEDICATION ON A13

,.

Go ch profile

..Suhr brings experience,

success to UCF's program
STEVEN RVZEWSKI
·Contributing Writer

COURTESY UCf ATHLETICS

Brendan Suhr,~ basketball veteran with more than 2S years of experience in the NBA, '
fs in his first year as the Knights' director of program development

'
The com~y you keep
says a lot about you.
Ifyou were to take a look
at the company UCF men's
basketball coach Donnie
Jones keeps, orie thing it
might say is experience.
There is, of course, his
friendship with Florida
coach Billy Donovan, after
having served under Donovan as an assistant at Florida
while he was winning backto-back NCAA championships.

And now there is new
Director of Program Development Brendan Suhr.
. Suhr joined the Knights
staff in the offseason and
brings experience by way of
having been in the NBA as ·
an assistant coach. as well ·
as other varying positions,
for more than three
decades. He has coached
more . than 2,500 NBA
games.
Suhr was a part of the
Det.r oit Pistons franchise
·· when they were known as
, "Th"e Bad Boys" and won
consecutive NBA titles in

1989 and 1990. He was also
on the staff of the 1992 U.S.

Olympic Dream Team.
He has worked with
players like Dominique
Wilkins, Isiah Thomas,
Penny Hardaway and Nate
Robinson and coaches from ·
Chuck Daly to Dick Vitale
to Lenny Wilkens. That caliber of experience will now
be at the Knights' disposal
"Fh:st of all, anyone who
can come in with his experience and mentality, knowing what it tak<:s to win
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Rebuilt team, new philosophy leads to lofty goals
There were some old
faces and some new ones,
too.
.
Together the new-look
UCF men's basketball
team gathered Thursday at
the team's media day. The
Knights smiled for the
cameras and took questions from the media, and
also took the opportunity
to display their updated

N'Ike uniforms.
As the players and new
head coach Donnie Jones
fielded questions on a
number of subjects, on~
common theme present
was the level of offseason
conditioning needed to
prepare the team to run

STEVEN RVZEWSKI
Basketball beat writer

Jones' up-tempo style.
"I'm with it," point
guard AJ. Rompza said
"I've been in pretty good
shape my whole life, but
we turned it up to another
level"
Some highlights of the
strength and conditioning
program include guard

Marcus Jordan, who is
reported to have cut his
body fat by 4 percent, as
well as fellow C-USA AllFreshmen Team member
Keith Clanton. who said he
feels.like he is in the best
shape of his life.
Michigan State transfer
Tom Herzog, a 7-foot center, e<;hoed similar sentiments.
"It's one of the hardest
things I've ever done, the
running we had to do," · '
Herzog said
.
In addition to the ·
emphasis on conditioning,
the players are united in
their support of Jones and·
the style of play he's bring-

ing to Orlando. Tristan
game battles with NBA
Spurlock, a transfer from
2Kll being the game of
the University ofVrrginia,
choice.
referred to Jones as a
Herzog appreciated that
"player's coach.''.
his new teammates helped
"You have 16 to 17 guys
him feel at home right
who are all buying into
away after his transfer.
''Everyone's done a realwhat coach Jones is say~
ing," Rompza said "The
ly good job helping me get
sky is the limit."
used to it," Herzog said of
Despite the number of
his move to UCF and
.
new faces, the players are
Orlando. "I feel like I'm at
home right now."
quick to point out that a
The Knights also added
sense of camaraderie bas
already'been established
a few new players who
,Rompza lauded the ·
will have to sit out a year
value of having a team of
due to transfer regulations,
players that likes to play
creating what Spurlock
together, and Spurlock said · referred to as possibly
some players have engaged being "the best scout team
in some intense video
in the country.''

Spurlock, along with
transfers Josh Crittle and
Jeff Jordan, brother of Marcus Jordan. will be contributing in the form of
pushing their teammates
in practice through competition and scrimmages
as they sit out the year.
The transfers, from Vrrginia. the University of
Oregon. and the University of Illinois, respectively,
add to the building excitement surrounding this
program.
With the 2010-2011 campaign approaching, Jones
is one of those who art;!
excited
"Now the fun begins."

Jones says Suhr's talents rp.esh withUCF goals
FROM

All

championship~, and ·h aving
sat on the bench with great
coaches, is a great addition."
Jones said. "He validates
what we're trying to do
offensively; we're trying to
run an NBA-style offense."

for the last 14 years," he Suhr hopes can be used to driven people; they ,have
said. "Donnie Jones has take the program to the an incredible desire to
been a tremendous friend next level, an expectation grow and develop.
"Coaching ~taffs kept
of mine for · the l;1st that is more present than
decade. For me, it's an ever since Jones and his getting bigger. I felt there
' needed to be an emphasis
opportunity to come to staff took thl:! helm.
work every day and work
•'What we're trying to on how to make coaches
with one of my best do here is create tremen- better."
His addition · to the
dous brand awareness, if
friends."
Ite also credits the inn- you want to call it that," staff brings a level of
versity's vision as playing Suhr said. "Not just local- experience and wisdom
ly, but on a state level, and that the Knights no doubt
a role in his decision.
"Having such familiari- then a national level Peo- will hope to take advanty with the school, I knew ple, even in this area. don't tage 0£
With his array of accoof this university's con- know what a gold mine
stant strive to move to a this (UCF) is .... It's big- lades, the NBA titles and
level of excellence aca- time basketball. The type helping form the Dream
demicall~ and now taking of basketball where when Team, Suhr said what he
their athletic program to you1re talking about has valued most throughanother level," he said
recruiting, this is a desti- out the years was all the
The· respect between nation for top players.''.
players and coaches he·
Jones and Suhr is mutual · In addition to his role had worked with. over the
"Coach Jones is a ser- with the Knights, Suhr years
vant leader," Suhr said. also has his own coxµpany,
"I don't look back at
"It's not about him, it's · Off The Court Inc., which any one thing," he said.
about our players. It's he has been running for "There's just a series of
about serving our players 20 years. It focuses on great opportunities."
and the university, devel- coaching the coaches,
The newest of which
oping each one of them to with clients as high pro- he feels is at UCF with the
. be as good as they can be. file as college and NBA Knights.
, We're (the coaching staff) . coaches.
"It's a fantastic oppornot focused on ourselves.
"Basically, I'm helping tunity ...," he "s aid \'(It's) a
"It's about what they · them develop themselves unique challenge to come
(the players) take from to help their teams get across town and work
you each day. Did you better,"
Suhr
said. with guys that I have a
"There's a real demand deep respect for and can
help them?''
.It's this philosophy that for this, because these are learn from."

Suhr got his start coach- gram, ESPN's Dick Vitale.
ing when he was in high Years later,· Brown would
school, where legendary bring him back aboard his
coach Hubie Brown was -· staff, this time when he was
then coaching. Right out of coach of the Atlanta Hawks. ,
college, he took a job as an
Suhr credited geography
assistant to the then-coach and friendships with his
of the - University of· journey.to join the Knights.
Detroit's basketball pro- .· "I've lived in this town·

.
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Spads briefs

Soccer streaks: women fall, men rally to tie
Friday marked the end the Knights, which tied a
of an impressive run for career-high she set as a
the No. 18 UCF women's freshman in 2008.
soccer team. The Knights
Sophomore Tishia Jewlost 1-0 to Colorado Col- ell managed to lead UCF
lege and witnessed its with four shots in the loss,
streak of perfection come but the UCF attack could
to an end
not get anything going as
The Knights (9-3-3, 4-1- the Tigers pulled out the
2) had previously been 13- victory.
0-2 in their past 15 Conference USA regular season Men's soccer
games, as well as going 5-0Though the women's
3 in their past eight match- team had its unbeaten
es before the loss
streak snapped during the
Tiffany Brown's goal in weekend, the men's team
the 12th minute, ended up battled back from an early
being the game winner and deficit - again - to run its
put the Knights in an early own streak to seven conhole they could not climb secutive matches.
out of.
For the second straight
The Tigers defense was game UCF, ranked No. 22,
so stingy that the Knights tied a conference game,
failed to get off a shot on this time playing to a 1-1
goal in the opening half, draw at No. 20 South Carwhile the Tigers had seven. olina.
In the 54th minute, UCF
The Knights (8-2-2, 4-0eventually put its first shot 2 C-USA) fell behind early
on goal, but the Knights when in the 15th minute
were outshot once again by South Carolina's Bradlee
Colorado in the second ·Baladez found the back of
half.
the net.
Goalkeeper Aline Reis
Sophomore Ben Hunt
had to make 10 saves for tied the game at the open-

ing of the second half,
when he put a rebound
back into the net in the 51st
minute.
Both
goalkeepers
looked solid the rest of the
way, denying opponents
chances for the game-winner in the final minutes.
"The players came back
from down a goal again,
fighting to get that goal to
equalize," head coach
Bryan Cunningham said in
a release. "I am proud of
our guys, but credit South .
Carolina for continuing to
battle and make it a tough
game. A tie is a fair result
for both teams tonight."
"Playing back-to-back
games on the rpad in this
conference is never going
to be easy South Carolina
was a formidable opponent
tonight."
With the tie, UCF is 5-02 in its past seven contests
and remains unbeaten in
C-USA play with a conference-leading 14 points.
(ff ARCHIVE

- DANNY AIELLO

Junior Stacy Hubbard and the Knights were upended by ColoradQ College on Friday, snapping UCF's undefeated streak in its
previous 1S Conference USA regular season matches. The Knights sit tied for fourth place in (-USA with 14 points.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Sophomore forward Keith Clanton answers questions about the upcoming year during the team's media day. Clanton
will be a key factor in the Knight's inside game and will look to score.

IDedication to program
will be key to success
I

FROM

All

playing There is so much
freedom. It's almost like
you don't have to think as
much."
With new relationships forged and old relationships strengthened,
the players now look
toward preseason prac-

tice as a time to establish
similar chemistry in their
roles on the court.
Even Jones will testify
that how much togetherness the team exhibits
will dictate how much
they win.
"Now_ and in the
future, I think we have a
great
opportunity

because of the commitment to this program," he
said. "That excites me.
We have a chance to do
big things. But it is a
process. We have to build
it. How quickly can we
get there will be determined by how quickly
our guys can come
together as a team."

Learn more at our upcoming
information session:

Thursday, October 21, 6:00 p.m.
SunTrust Auditorium

Bush Executive Center
Rollins College
RSVP: 407-646-2653

MLS@rollins.edu
. . .,,,1,,,,,,

_..,... ·<;::
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OUR STANCE

Safety always
comes firstA

fire can ruin somebarrel, he went inside to take
one's life; it can
a shower.
destroy furniture,
Once fmished, he looked
photos, homes, and even
outside to see the fire had
take lives.
spread from the barrel to a
Luckily, we have firefight- shed near the house. At this
ers to respond immediately
point, the family called 911,
if such a situation occurs, but hoping· for assistance as they
for one coupl~ in Tennessee, used garden hoses to try to
their pleas for help were first smother the flames.
ignored and then firefighters
But the city refused aid to
the family, despite several
refused to combat the
flames.
calls from the residence.
Gene and Paulette CranFirefighters only showed up
ick, along with their grandwhen the fire began to
son Lance, watched flabberspread to the property of a
gasted for two hours as their
neighbor who had paid the
home in Obion County was · fee.
destroyed by a fire.
Once at the scene, the
In the rural part of Tenfirefighters stood by and
nessee, there is no fire servwatched as the home ice, so those living in Obion
along with three puppies
County must pay a yearly $75 inside - was reduced to
subscription fee for fire prorubble.
tection to the nearby city of
The family offered to pay
South Fulton.
the $75 fee to the firefighters
Unfortunately, the elderly
on the spot if they would
couple forgot to pay the fee
stop their home from being
for this year - although they destroyed, but the firefighthad paid it in the past - and ers stuck with their orders
a slip of the mind caused
and declined to bring out the
them to lose their home.
hoses.
In two hours, the family
The firefighters said that
lost what took years to build. because the Cranicks' home
The fire started when the
was not in their jurisdiction,
couple's 21-year-old grandthey were not obligated to
son was burning a barrel full
put out the fire.
of trash on the property.
This sad display is a
Thinking the small fire
m~kery of a public service
would stay contained in the
meant to protect people.

The conservative radio
host Glenn Beck said these
kinds of incidents are necessary to keep people from
"sponging off" their neighbors, and others have
referred to the Cranicks as
"freeloaders" and ''jerks."
We understand that
American democracy is built
on the idea that every citizen
should work to support
themselves and stand on
their own two feet, but when
safety is at hand, people
should band together and
help their neighbor.
Firefighters and police
personnel had no obligation
to assist in the Sept. 11 rescue
efforts, but they did anyway.
And a doctor has no obligation to help a choking man
in a hospital, but that doesn't
mean he'll just sit by and
watch.
Clearly the mayor of
South Fulton was trying to
prove a point.
Had money been the only
issue, he would have allowed
firefighters to accept the $75
Gene Cranick was offering in
exchange for services.
The fact that the city sat
by and refused to help as a
family's life was destroyed is
deplorable, and it will take
more than a simple apology
to make amends.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407--447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Trojan's critique
appreciated
L a.st

•
•

week, the Future
published an article on
UCFs ranking in Trojan's Sexual Health Report
Card.
Each year, Trojan produces the report, which
grades universities in 13 categories concerning sexual
health and the universities'
health centers.
For each of the categories,
the researchers assign the
school a letter grade, then
compile those grades to calculate an overall GPA for
each school
In the 13 categories, UCF
scored the following:
Hours of operation: B
Ability to drop in/make
appointments: C
Separate sexual awareness
programs:D
Price of contraceptives: C
Price of condoms: B
HIV testing (on/off site,
cost):A
STD testing (on/off site,
cost):B
Anonymous advice via
email/column: C
Lecture/outreach
programs:D
Student peer groups: C
Sexualassaultprograms:D
Website usability: C
UCFs overall GPA was a
22, about a 'C' average.
It seems some were
shocked to fmd out UCF
dropped 69 places from 2009
to 2010, moving from 25 to 94
on the list this year.
''The Trojan survey is a
poor indicator of services
available," said,Peter Mas, , troianni. assis t director

make improvement<: for the
for wellness and health probenefit of the students.
motion at UCF. "We carry
Sexual health is extremely
out more extensive research
important for college stuon student behavior, attidents, and the university
tudes and perceptions that
should recognize this and
highlights a wide range of
strive to give students the
sexual activities and behavbest sexual education possiiors!'
We think Trojan's study is ble.
Although a 22 GPA may
a great tool for universities to
only qualify us as average, we
gain an understanding of
. were proud to see the outtheir sexual health services
in comparison to other
standing marks we received
schools.
in STD and HIV testing.
Institutions often need an
According to nursthird party to examine their
ingschools.net, one in four
practices so they can make
college students will contract
improvements.
an STI during their years in
After looking at the break- school
down, it's obvim1s that what
With a population of
about 56,000 at UCF, that
UCF needs to improve on is
its avai}.ability of programs,
means about 14,000 students
such as lectures or workwill become infected with an
shops dealing with sexual
STI before graduation.
The Centers for Disease
health.
UCF health services offers Control estimates that half of
a two-session sexual wellthe 19 million sexually transness class where participants mitted infections that occur
can discuss issues of consent, each year are in the 15-to-24sexual health, relationships,
year-old age group, which
most of us fall into.
recognizing abuse and other
Students should be sure to
issues related to sexuality
with a trained h ealth services take advantage of the testing
services offered by UCF and
professional
get themselves tested reguUCF also offers Safer-Sex
larly.
101 Workshops held sporadiOur ranking may not have
cally throughout the semesbeen the best, but we feel
ter.
that as a whole, there are
Students should make an
many great services the UCF
effort to attend these prohealth center offers. .
grams, and if you feel there
Regardless of the quality
are any issues the programs
don't address, then be sure to of services offered by the
UCF Health Center, your
inform someone in charge.
Now that the university is sexual health is your responsibility, and it is your job to
aware of the perceived submake sure you're taking
par quality of these particuadvantage of these servi~.
lar services, th.,- need to

WEB LOVERS:
IF YOU WORRY ABOUT
PRIVACY, FORGET IT.
WE HAVE SAFEGUARDS.
PRIVACY IS !!!QI AN ISSUE.

AND, FOR GOD'S SAKE,
GET OUT OF THOSE
PAJAMAS.

~

DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

France's burqa ban is
Patriot Act on steroids
strides. This is what we've
In July, the lower
overcome during the femihouse of the French Parliament passed a bill 335-L
nist and civil rights moveWith the recent political
ment.
Think about it like this:
climate in America, it's
hard to imagine a bill garthe '50s Christian America
nering that much support
glorified its women as
The bill, with 82 perhousewives, which surely
cent of the public's praise;
isn't the case anymore.
What rm saying is that
will outlaw Islamic face
coverings, such as the
MATT CRESCIMONE we can accept a religion
while still detesting any
burqa, for women.
Guest Columnist
The Senate approved
oppressive elements and
the law in September
imprisoning its dangerous
with a vote of 246-1 with about 100
radicals.
abstaining votes.
France will not become a fascist
Then, on Oct. 7, the Supreme
country, but it will become the
Court ruled the law was legal.
grounds for the improved social staThe law is the Patriot Act on
tus ofMuslim women.
steroids. A European state, known for
Take note that this new measure
it's rich intellectualism and revoludoes not ban partial head coverings
like hijabs, but specifically articles
tions, has made an impact on Westthat cover almost the entirety of the
ernized society today.
A strong force of nationalism has
face - the burka and nijab.
overtaken not just America, but all of
Also, the offense culminates to a
Western society.
small fine or civil course; the severity of the law being to punish those
Fear of attack from Islamic
extremists has catalyzed an antiwho force women to wear these garMuslim sentiment throughout our
ments that, as the government said,
nation, as well as others, as seen in
are "a new form of enslavement that
the disillusioned outcry against a
the republic cannot accept on its
proposed Islamic center (it was
soil"
never a mosque) near Ground Zero,
The French government makes a
valid point in clarifying that the law
in the melting pot city of the United
is just and mandatory according to
States.
the constitution.
France's law, however, has me
America is built off the separation
split Religious tolerance is quintessentially the essence and foundation
of church and state, and therefore
this issue is very dear to us. An impoof America.
The right to believe and disbelieve sition of autocracy over women, even
has shaped every form of democracy · if voluntary, does not fit in with the
since Socrates. Sometimes though.
Bill of Rights.
Letting these_injustices run ramone needs to question this element
pant in public is comparable to ignorthat is ingrained into our society.
Should we really respect everying women's sufrrage, women going
one's beliefs if we deem them
to college and female CEOs.
· oppressive? Yes, the act of wearing a
These are indicators of America's
progress and should not be forgotten.
face covering is done to pay homage
to God, Allah or whatever you want
We like courageous, independent
to call it
and successful women in the U.S.,
There is nothing wrong with an
but we will never have a president
allegiance to one's faith; this is an
who is wearing a burka.
ethic very crucial to America.
It is important for America to
I just think we should think about
take a look at what has happened in
the authority of holy texts and wonl'rance, but it is crucial that we be
der why religious codes seem to
open-minded, have reasonable disbypass the legal circuit.
course and make some austere conYou can see the fight for homosiderations for the future of social
equality.
sexual equality making massive

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARESAYING

The National engages
fans at HOB concert

can continue pushing you out the
double doors and allowing more
of the same in for next year.
Conclusion: if this is what you
consider a front page story, you
should be right at home with this
instructor.
_:_ I LUVS ME SUM JURNALIZM

Too bad this article was published what, more than a week
after the concert? I would have
loved to know BEFORE it happened or at least right after. Not a
To the person leaving comweek and some later.
-ANONYMOUS ments who can't speak English,
L rm pretty sure that in the
first
line of the article it states that
Solid story. Good band, too!
- ANONYMOUS this class was taken at a local community college, not UCF.
2. This was not a front page
story. In fact, in the print edition,
it was on the last page (which
does not mean it's bad, just in the
section it belongs; editorials).
What engineering class is this?
3. When is it mentioned that
Let's face it, UCF does not take
this was an engineering course?
your major serious enough to pro4. If it was an engineering
vide you with a real professor.
course, I would think you are
The "softer side of campus" is
wrong. Out engineering program
just continuing to be provided
is one of the b est in the state.
with the instructors that UCF
- ANONYMOUS
thinks that you want so that they

Budget cuts affect
class availability

HOW TO PLACE AN AD
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
·375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
B
500 Announcements
A
600 Travel'
B
700 Worship
B
800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted
B

1O Foam ball maker
14 Island nation

Heat &n JOBS - Reooyto v.a1<?

AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Tm for

Docember Graci.lales-

WWW.DRSS4.COM

Bartender Needed
Ean $3000ay t-b e,cpeierce
Reqiej. FfPf. WI train.
Cal Now 877-405-1078 ext 2CJ1

. . -

Rate

1 4

100

\

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

350
NEW t-bv.oodSAWMILL.Si..urtJa'Male-P ha-des klgs34"
cianeler, rris bocrds 28' \\U!Auomaed c µ c k ~
i"aea5es eflDercy l4> 1D 40%1
www.Norv.ocx:IScMml.amGCXXII
(800)661-7746 Ext 300N

BUILDING SALE.."ROCK

EOTTOM PRICESr 25x30 $4577.
3'.Jx40 ~ - 32xOO $10,800.
32x80 $16,900. 35xOO $12,990.
40x70 $13,500. 40x100$23,800.
46x140 $35,oo:>. Oll-lERS. Erds
c¢ml. PiJneer
MANUFACTURERS DIRECT
(800)668-542'2
$$$MXESSLAWSUrTCASH
NOW!II $$$As seen oo lV $$$
lrµy l.awSl.it ~ ? Need
$5(X}$500,cro+v.til 48hs?
Lem ralesAPPLY r-D./1/ BY
PHONE! Cal Todayl Toi-Free:
(!m)568-a:321www.~com

15 Wild animal
16 Leaf-to-branch
angle

17 Difficult youngster
18 Jolly holiday
visitor
19 Underground
missile launch
site
20Was
disappointed, as
with a
perfonnance
23 Shrinking Asian
sea
24 GPA booster
25 Out-of-the·
ordinary brews
31 Lewd material
32 Compassion
from the judge
36 ODE opponent

37t~~eAo9..~~raJ
40:~a~d _
41 Smudges in a
psychological
test
43 Lascivious look
44 Calm by nature
48_Arabia
51 Not worth
debating
52 She replaced
Paula Abdul as
an "American
ldol" judge
581999 Ron
Howard film
59 _ Mountains:
south-central
U.S. range
60 Tenn referring to
a prev. citation

62 Actress Hatcher
63 Mournful music
64 Stun
65Spoken
66 Seven Dwarfs'
only beardless

member
67 Spud's buds

DOWN
1 Ohio's WrightPatterson, e.g.:
Abbr.

By Don Gagliardo

2 Give the job to
3 Sink-deaning
brand

~¥~0s8'
.!/i~~I
bribery sting

6 Fab Four mermer

7 Ruination
8 Cornerstone abbr.
9 Attack 1a Brutus

a

10 70stemis starme
11 They're marked
with llt signs
12 Lead the life
of
13 Plant life
21 Bard's "before"
22Spooky
25 Actor Morales
26 Mutant superheroes
CO-O'eatedby
Stan Lee
~ ~~~:' feature
Third
shoe width
29
beyond o .
30 Naval Acad. grad
33 _ -<lo-well
34 Canadian tribe
35 Lawn party site
37 NBA Hall of
Farner Hayes
38 John or Jane
39 Map feature with
an elev.
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Last issue solved
42 Tonnent
diabolically

53 Connecticut
senator Chris

43 Left on the table,

54 Basso Pinza

as a bet
45 Come out
46 Organ grinder's
pet
47 "Annabel Lee"
poet
48 Tend
49 Birch family tree
50 Prefix with
violet

55 "The World
According to_•
56 "Buy It Now"
online site (and
where vowels
were bought for
20-, 25-, 37-, 44and 52-Across?)
57 Magnitude
61 · Moines

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

CHERRY BEDROOM SET Sci:J
Wood, nEMlr used, bard reN i1
la;uy toxes. 8-gish DcM3lai
~ oost $4500. Sel for $795.
CcvideliYer.
C-alT001 (813)6:X){3653

Sl\JOENT'PAYOUTS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
O!tando.. 100% FREE ID join.
. Oick on Surveys.
l\ilake Exira IVooey! Get Pao b
Srq)On-Lre. Strei:tl YruBl.dget. $8',e $$$. Get Ca9,

Ba::k a-d Ean Cormissi::ns.
www.BestFREEmal.com

VIDEO PHONE,
STATE OFTHEARf!
LHmed cali"g, $29.99.tro. Visit
us at irieJrocWs,cUrep.com

[ll)E SERVICES
ATTENTION:FOREIGN
STUDENTS

Get1he GREEN CARD!!
NO INVESTMENTS!NO

SPONSOR!
CALL FOR WORE INFORMATION
AMERICAN IMMIGRATION
SERVICES
(386)586,0085
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